Abstract-Process mining has been successfully used in automatic knowledge discovery and in providing guidance or support. The known process mining approaches rely on processes being executed with the help of information systems thus enabling the automatic capture of process traces as event logs. However, there are many other fields such as Humanities, Social Sciences and Medicine where workers follow processes and log their execution manually in textual forms instead. The problem we tackle in this paper is mining process instance models from unstructured, text-based process traces. Using natural language processing with a focus on the verb semantics, we created a novel unsupervised technique TextProcessMiner that discovers process instance models in two steps: 1.ActivityMiner mines the process activities; 2.ActivityRelationshipMiner mines the sequence, parallelism and mutual exclusion relationships between activities. We employed technical action research through which we validated and preliminarily evaluated our proposed technique in an Archaeology case. The results are very satisfactory with 88% correctly discovered activities in the log and a process instance model that adequately reflected the original process. Moreover, the technique we created emerged as domain independent.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although Humanities have increasingly adopted Digital Research, there is still a significant resistance to changing the traditional research methods mostly based on the manual production of textual sources and qualitative information [1, 2] . This issue is also fed by a misalignment of the existing information systems to adequately manage, analyse and operate the specific type of information resulting from the Humanities research [3, 4, 5, 6] .
Contrary, other areas such as business have fostered a plethora of research in this respect leading to the actual emergence of several standalone disciplines such as knowledge management [7] , method engineering [8] and process mining [9] together with their various solutions. We focus in particular on process mining driven by the fact that the Humanities workers keep a record of the processes they follow as textual sources. We believe that by exploiting these textual sources for mining process models we could facilitate and improve the teamwork and the knowledge sharing. Moreover, we could enable a common ground for the comparison, validation and centralisation of the applied processes and methodologies. These are already proved benefits of process mining [9] .
We then decided to focus on Archaeology in the beginning, given an established collaboration of the authors with this community. We consider the methodology section of the archaeological report a text-based process trace where the archaeologist describes the process the team followed during their work. This section might appear under slightly different titles -methodology, survey methodology, excavation methodology, evaluation methodology-but it has the same goal. Example of archaeological reports can be found at [10] , the British public repository. Thus, the research question emerging from these practices we aim to answer is: How to use natural language sources for producing structured knowledge as process instance models?
Before presenting our solution, we want to clarify several theoretical concepts: activity, process, process instance, process model and process mining. An activity is a task, which once completed leads to a full or partial accomplishment of the goal it is related to. The activity is the building block of a process. A process consists of a collection of activities and their ordering [9] . The ordering of the activities is represented by several activity relationships: sequence, parallelism and mutual exclusion [9] . More complex relationships exist but we currently consider only these. The mutual exclusion implies in fact a decision in the process flow: an activity is chosen over others based on some decision parameters. Consequently, a process could be executed in multiple ways. The process instances are different executions of the same process. Further, a process model is the representation of a process. Finally, process mining is the discipline aiming at automatically discovering process models from process traces [9] . Most of the work in process mining so far has considered that the process traces are the logs extracted from the information systems where the processes were executed [9, 11, 12] . However, there are other areas such as Humanities where processes exist and are followed without a similar support from the information systems.
We envision a solution in two steps: (1) mine process instance models; (2) mine process models by aggregating process instance models. In this paper we focus on step (1) while step (2) is left as future work. The technique we created, TextProcessMiner, generates the log of activities from text and then discovers the process instance model. Compared to other related works [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , TextProcessMiner is fully unsupervised and uses natural language processing techniques with a focus on the verb semantics. The technique has emerged as a result of technical action research [19] . We validated it in a specific case in Archaeology though it can be applied to any other domain where processes are described in natural language. The results we obtained during validation are very satisfactory with 88% correctly discovered activities in the log and a process instance model that adequately reflected the original process.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the followed methodology, Section III introduces a demonstrating example of the proposed technique, Section IV presents the technique in details, Section V presents the evaluation, Section VI discusses the related work and Section VII highlights the conclusions and perspectives.
II. METHODOLOGY
The followed research methodology is Technical Action Research (TAR), an approach centred on technique creation [19] . The goals are to design a technique, use the technique to help the identified stakeholders -in our case humanities specialists-and reflect on the benefits and limitations of the technique in a practical case. Technical Action approach emerged naturally as the most appropriate research methodology for us, for two main reasons. First, all the authors of this research work are affiliated with humanities institutions. This situation allows us to address this research not only in terms of problem identification, but also in terms of actively seeking technological solutions for improving the situation in the real context. This study of artefacts in context, not only as diagnosis but also as intervention, is by definition TAR [19] . Second, Technical Action Research is technology-driven, being employed for learning more about the created technique which might after be used for solving various problems, similar in architecture with the case where it was initially validated [19] . This characteristic of TAR provides more flexibility to study the implications in the real context of the created technique than in other research methodologies as case study [20] or design science [21] .
In the next section we discuss further the three phases of Technical Action Research: problem investigation, technique design and technique's validation.
A. Problem Investigation
In this first phase, we have identified the problem our technique might deal with: process-mining solutions are not currently adapted for exploiting the unstructured information created by the Humanities workers.
Archaeology is a suitable application domain for our approach given the following reasons:
• Archaeological practices, as a humanities discipline, generate a large amount of textual sources;
• There is an increasing demand of textual analysis solutions for supporting the humanities;
• The methodology sections from the archaeological reports describe processes in natural language.
B. Technique's Design
We carried out an initial screening of the textual corpus in order to identify the technique's objectives: (1) clean the methodology section, (2) discover the process activities and (3) discover the process instance.
This phase implied the creation of a potential design of the solution for the identified problem. The design was brainstormed separately for each technique's objective and afterwards integrated to yield the final version.
The development of the technique followed the design we defined in the previous phase. The partial testing results outlined improvements areas, triggering changes in the design. This also reflected in multiple iterations in the development process.
C. Technique's Validation
We validated the proposed technique in an archaeological case that allowed us to gather detailed observations. Moreover, the implied in-depth analysis helped us to identify the solution's strengths and weaknesses together with potential perspectives.
The selected report consisted of the description of the archaeological works carried out in the site of Villa Magna [22, 23] . The site lies in the Valle del Sacco in Lazio, south of the town of Anagni (Italy). The final report with the methodology section we used was published in 2010 [22] .
In order to perform a rigorous validation, the archaeological report used in the case study was different than the corpus we used for testing the solution. Moreover, we defined a protocol with two questionnaires regarding the validation of the logs and the validation of the models. In addition, we created a third group of questions for a preliminary evaluation to discover the solution' strengths and weaknesses from the point of view of the potential users.
III. ILLUSTRATION
In this section, we demonstrate the technique using a fragment extracted from the methodology section of the report "Land at Station Road Honeybourne Worcestershire Archaeological Excavation" 1 . In this case for example, the methodology section describes the excavation and all other related activities, such as the analysis of the archaeological finds, their recording and documentation. Consequently, a methodology section is a process trace capturing the activities completed during the process and their ordering.
We noticed while analysing manually the archaeological reports that sometimes the methodology section contained a description of the same process (the excavation), but for different areas. Normally, the text referring to each process instance (the excavation of each separate area) should be identified. Each process instance should be mined separately and all the resulted process instance models should be aggregated for obtaining the final process model. While we recognize this situation and we identified the requirements of the final more general solution, we decided to select from the archaeological reports only those whose methodologies contain a single process instance, leaving the other cases for future work. In TABLE I a fragment of the archaeological methodology is presented before and after the cleaning. The archaeological works comprised the mechanical removal of non_archaeologically significant soils , under constant archaeological supervision , using a toothless ditching bucket . The machining ceased when the natural substrate was revealed . All archaeological features were recorded in plan using a Leica 1200 series SmartRover GPS and surveyed in accordance with CA Technical Manual 4 Survey Manual .
Initially, the text is processed and cleaned. Specifically, the following actions are taken:
• Remove "1.14" and "1.15", the numbering preceding each paragraph;
• Replace "-" by "_" in "non-archaeologically";
• Write each sentence in a separate line;
• Prefix all the punctuation signs with space;
• Remove the text in the parentheses "(2012)" because it does not contain any verb;
• Remove the sentence "no deposits were identified that required sampling" because it contains the negation in the form of "no" + noun. However, keep the sentence with "non-archaeologically" because the negation in the form of 'non' + adverb does not induce a negation in the semantics of the whole sentence.
Further, the objective is to discover the log of activities. During the initial screening of the methodology sections, we noticed the activities were introduced most of the time by verbs and in some few cases by nouns derived from the corresponding verbs (e.g. "the removal of spoil"). An activity by definition implies someone doing something 2 . Consequently two parts compose an activity: the verb and its object(s). The propriety of the verb taking objects is called transitivity 3 . Existing works in natural language processing support the identification of the verb and its objects in the text: the parsers. A natural language parser is able to grammatically analyse the structure of a sentence and produce a treebank. A treebank is a representation of a sentence as a tree with annotations at different levels: clause level, phrase level and word level [24] . At the clause level, for example, the speech tag S marks a simple declarative clause while the tag SBAR marks a clause introduced by a subordinating conjunction. At the phrase level, the most interesting for our objective are NP -which marks a noun phrase, VP -which marks a verb phrase and ADJP -which marks an adjective phrase.
Sentence 2 (ROOT (S (NP (DT The) (NN machining)) (VP (VBD ceased) (SBAR (WHADVP (WRB when)) (S (NP (DT the) (JJ natural) (NN substrate)) (VP (VBD was) (VP (VBN revealed)))))) (. .))) Finally, at the word level, each word is marked with a speech tag: NN for noun singular, NNS for noun plural, VB for verb, VBG for verb in "-ing" form, VBN for verb in past participle form etc. A complete list of all the tags can be found at [25] . The treebanks are presented in TABLE II.
All the VP and ADJP sub-trees are checked if they contain at least one transitive verb 2 . To identify the verbs we extract the leaves' values of the VB, VBD, VBN and VBG sub-trees. The sub-trees containing the verbs are highlighted in TABLE II too. The values "was" and "were" are not considered because the verb "be", though transitive, is not an action verb and, in this situation, it has an auxiliary role in the passive voice. Next, we discover the objects for each verb by checking if the sub-tree introducing the verb has, as right sibling, a NP sub-tree. This is the case for: Sentence 1 -"(VBD comprised)", "(VBG using)"; Sentence 3 -"(VBG using)". For all the others, it is checked if their corresponding VP or ADJP sub-tree or any of their ancestors have a NP sub-tree as left sibling. The first NP clause found is taken. Additionally, if a node of type S is encountered the search stops. This is the case for: Sentence 2 -"(VBD ceased)", "(VBN revealed)"; Sentence 3 -"(VBN recorded)", "(VBN surveyed)". For "(VBG ditching)" in Sentence 1 no objects are found following the defined method, therefore it is not considered an activity. The verbs and the nouns in the NP elements are extracted and lemmatized, obtaining the activities in TABLE III. Finally, we discover the relationships between the activities by applying a set of rules from a knowledge base we define. The special symbols we use for representing these relationships and the final process are explained in TABLE IV.
Prior, the sentences are transformed: (1) by replacing the verbs from the activities with their tags; (2) by keeping key structures as prepositions, conjunctions, punctuations; and (3) by replacing everything else with the placeholder "…". The results of the pre-processing are presented in the first line of each sentence in TABLE V. The rules we apply are presented in the second line and the result after applying the rules are in the third line, for each sentence. The final process instance is presented in the last line. When we find the pattern ", … ," between two verbs in the text, we consider it as an explanation, addition or detail. This is the reason why we replace it with "…" in Sentence1 before applying the actual rule.
The parentheses and the tag S are ignored when applying the rules. We, nonetheless, keep them as they influence the grouping of activities. In Sentence1 and Sentence 3 the activities which are extracted from dependent clauses will be grouped: (1||2) and (5||6). Moreover, the parentheses and the tag S allow us to decide the pair of verbs for which rules are checked. The default pairing takes two consecutive verbs as they appear in the sentence. In Sentence 3, the second rule is applied to 5.VBN and 7.VBN instead because of the reasoning over the clauses. For this illustration, we do not have any verb with multiple objects. In that case, the activity would have been broken in multiple parallel or mutual exclusive activities, which are also grouped.
IV. SOLUTION
In this section, we introduce TextProcessMiner (Fig. 1 ) the technique we created for mining processes from text. Although there are similar works discussed in more details in Section VI, our approach is fully unsupervised and uses natural language processing techniques with a focus on the verb semantics. By understanding the verb semantics: we handle the passive/active sentences implicitly and we minimize the number of false positive activities enforced by the discovery of only transitive verbs.
Further, we discuss in depth the three com whole solution: TextCleaner -responsible f methodology section and preparing the text mined; ActivityMiner -responsible for minin from the text; and ActivityRelationshipMine for mining the relationships between the discovering the process instance. Currently, part of the whole solution but not part technique because it does not handle the different textual sources. Contrary, given a about a process, TextProcessMiner could han We implemented our technique, followin action research principles, focusing on delive and thus enabling early experiments. The experiments were further used for improving during multiple iterations. In the final ex authors, as process modeling experts, were a evaluate the results and provide feedback developed in python [26] using different n processing libraries: NLTK [27] , Stanford [2 [29] .
A. TextCleaner
The input of TextCleaner is the report' Initially, the processing of the text consiste extraction and sentence segmentation. H multiple experiments with different reports a of the results we decided to introduce clea improve the output. These actions are summa
• Replace "-" with "_";
• Add a space before and after each pun
• Remove "'" from the possessive singu
• Remove the comments introduced by no verb was found inside these comme
We also removed the sentences that cont because we assumed the activities were positive structures: they represent something After analysing our corpus, we noticed ne linked to a noun: "no" + noun, "not" + nou noun, or can appear in relationship to a verb: n't" + verb, "cannot" + verb. We also id mponents of the for cleaning the t which will be ng the activities er -responsible activities, thus , 
identify its obj
First, ActivityMiner pro sentence using the Stanford Stanford parser. We opted fo high accuracy [28] and its results. Though the Stanford NLTK contains an interface 4 working in Python.
The Stanford parser is ab directly from a raw text or fr tuples containing the senten speech tags. Initially, the par creating treebanks from ra decided to explore both poss wrongly tagged sometimes verbs being marked as adjec speech tagging could be perfo POS Tagger [30] or NLTK P was set up to measure whi yielded the most accurate and five archaeological reports:
• Using the Stanford pa n keyword might appear in an ion (e.g. "not only … but also"). iscard the sentence.
ner is a text file containing one text file is further fed into and used by its sub-components: lationshipMiner.
rocess mining technique because nstance models automatically. from other process mining ut textual process traces and not covering the process in this f text mining.
xtProcessMiner is a log text file vities. The final output is a text model (see Fig. 1 ).
ner is to mine activities. We irements of ActivityMiner:
d identify the transitive verbs bly linked to an activity; transitive verb, the algorithm ject(s).
oduces the treebank for each d and NLTK taggers, and the r the Stanford parser for its very online version used to test our d parser comes as a Java library, 4 , which allowed us to continue ble to produce a treebank either rom a tagged sentence -a list of nce's words and their part of ser was used in the first manner, aw texts. However, later we sibilities as relevant words were (nouns being marked as verbs, ctives etc.). We also noticed the form either by using the Stanford POS Tagger [27] . An experiment ch possibility of the following d complete results when parsing arser with raw text;
arser with the text prior tagged ger;
arser with the text prior tagged r.
k/parse/stanford.html
The best results were obtained with the second option. However, sometimes the NLTK tagger seemed to be able to correct some of the errors of the Stanford tagger. Therefore, we decided to use the result of the Stanford tagger as the base input of the parser but to artificially and automatically modify it by favouring the NLTK tags in the following situations:
• If the NLTK tagger tags the word as noun (NN, NNS) and if the Stanford tagger tags the word differently but not as verb in the "-ing" form (VBG) followed by a preposition (IN), and not as verb in the past form (VBD), and not as a verb in past participle form (VBN);
• If the NLTK tagger tags the word as verb in the base form (VB) and if the Stanford tagger tags the word differently but not as verb in any other form (VBG, VBD, VBN) and not as noun (NN, NNS).
Having found the method to obtain the most accurate treebank, we focus then on identifying the transitive verbs. Identifying the verbs in a sentence is a straightforward task: we look in the treebank for the VP or ADJP sub-trees to identify its children who start with VB, if any. However, for the automatic classification of verbs as transitive and intransitive extra-knowledge is needed. Two sourcesVerbNet [31] and WordNet [32] -were used for compiling a dictionary of verbs having as key the verb in the infinitive form and as value a Boolean flag for the transitivity. Though the sources are different, they both share common information about the verbs: the frames. A frame illustrates how a verb could be used in a simple sentence [31] . The transitivity in VerbNet is considered true if the frame "NP V NP" is found among the verb's frames and if the first NP has the semantic role of Agent [31] . An agent is an active, intentional entity that carries out the activity introduced by the verb [31] . With the later condition some of the transitive verbs, which are rather states than actions, were excluded. Likewise, we parsed the WordNet [32] corpus and we added more verbs to the dictionary. In this case, the transitivity was judged depending on whether the frame "Somebody verb Something" was among the verb's frames. It can be noticed that "Somebody" is equivalent to a NP element with the semantic role of Agent. Two verbs were artificially changed to being intransitive: "be" and "have", because they do not represent activities. Moreover, during the experiments, when transitive verbs that were not in the dictionary were discovered, we added them manually to our file storing the verbs dictionary.
The verbs can be in active or passive forms. Consequently, the object of a verb can appear as object or subject. The form of the verb is not checked. Instead, we first check if the verb has an object. In the case it does not, we consider the subject being the verb's object. This is in general a valid assumption as we work with transitive verbs and passive voice is often used in reporting. For finding the object after the verb, we search for a NP element being the first right sibling of the VB sub-tree. For finding the object before the verb we look for the first left sibling of the VP or ADJP sub-tree or of any of their ancestors. A verb can have multiple objects in an enumeration or an object composed of multiple nouns. The algorithm discovers both cases.
The result of ActivityMiner is a list of tuples where the first element of the tuple is the verb and the second element of the tuple is the list of objects. Both verbs and nouns are lemmatized using the WordNet lemmatizer [27] . The pseudo-code for the main algorithm of mining the activities from a sentence is summarized in Algorithm 1.
2) ActivityRelationshipMiner
The goal of ActivityRelationshipMiner is to mine the relationships between the discovered activities. As mentioned before, there are three types of relationship: sequence, parallelism and mutual exclusion.
In the archaeological report's methodology section the writer reports the events in the order they happened. Therefore, the default relationship between two consecutive activities is sequence. Additionally, we also consider that two sentences are sequential by default. However, if the order is different then there are clues in the text which announce the change: for example temporal structures as "last year", "in 2011" or prepositions / conjunctions as "before", "after", "and", "or", "in order to".
We propose ActivityRelationshipMiner as a rule-based system. The knowledge base represents a set of rules defined after analysing the corpus. Some rules are presented in TABLE VI. The activities extracted by ActivityMiner for each sentence together with the sentence are fed to the algorithm. First, the sentence is transformed by keeping only the tags of the verbs found among activities, the S tags and their corresponding parentheses and other key structures as conjunctions, punctuation, prepositions etc. All the other words are replaced with "…". We show two examples:
• The sentence "The excavations were structured to accommodate the requirements of the developer." becomes "… 1.VBN to 2.VB … ." ;
• The sentence "Particular areas were targeted by the second machining, including sondages across ditches and enclosure interiors." becomes "… 1.VBN … , 2.VBG … and … .".
The numbers are used to relate the transitive verbs to the discovered activities. The rules are always applied for a pair of verbs. For extracting the pairs, we take in consideration the sentence's clauses and the verbs dependencies to each other. After discovering the relationship for each pair of verbs, the process fragment for the complete sentence is composed. Finally, the process fragments obtained from all sentences are put together to obtain the process instance. Currently, we consider the process fragments are in sequence but, in the future, we want to order the sentences and the independent clauses based on time structures. There is already research in this direction, one example being Stanford Temporal Tagger [33] or the work of Muller [34] .
We also consider the situation of the verbs having multiple objects. The activity is transformed in multiple parallel activities, one for each object, if the objects are enumerated with "and". The activity is transformed in multiple mutual exclusive activities, one for each object, if the objects are enumerated with "or". Finally, the algorithm is summarized further:
C. Discussion
Though the presented technique achieved very good results on the selected corpus and during the validation, there are parts that could be improved.
First, TextCleaner removes the whole sentence if one of the negation structures is found. A better selection should be made, as there are situations when a complex sentence with negation contained also activities. One solution would be to remove only those clauses of the sentence that contain the negation instead of removing the whole sentence. Then, the filtering of negations would take place after the treebanks are produced.
Second, ActivityMiner is capable of identifying the activities with high precision and accuracy. We have though to make the distinction between an activity and an activity's name. For example "carry_out removal_of_topsoil" is a valid activity while its name is not necessary in the most appropriate form; it should be "remove topsoil". The automatic renaming of the activities is a possibility to be explored. Another option would be to provide a way for the users to change the names of the activities manually. We still obtain false positives and false negatives mainly because of several reasons:
• The taggers and parsers do not work 100% correctly.
For instance, when there are numbers in the sentence multiple errors appear;
• The verbs followed by a preposition pose problems. We are not able to tell at the moment if the construction verb + preposition is a transitive idiom (e.g. "look into the database") or not (e.g. "upload to the site"). Currently, these structures are considered as activities, exception made when the parser marks the word after the verb as particle (e.g. "carry out").
• Some activities belong to another process than the described one. They cannot be identified automatically. Similar to the activity names, we want to provide the possibility for the users to manually remove the false positives.
Further, a noun phrase (NP) can contain determiners ("this", "that" etc.) or pronouns ("it" etc.) instead of nouns. Currently, the determiners are replaced with the last encountered noun and the pronouns are kept as they are. We want to improve this feature in order to better identify the object referred by a determiner or by a pronoun.
Third, the authors, considering their thorough experience in process modeling, decided the reasoning rules of ActivityRelationshipMiner. An initial validation was made during one case. Other reports should be added to the corpus in order to check the existing rules and to discover new ones. The ordering of the sentences should also be better handled (we automatically consider them as sequential in this work).
Finally, lower priority was given to matters related to the performance or usability of the solution, but this is included in our future works.
V. VALIDATION AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
As specified in the Methodology section, we designed an evaluation to analyse the proposed technique in a practical case. We used the methodology section of the Villa Magna archaeological project [22, 23] .
A. Validation and Evaluation Setup
The protocol is designed according to the main objective: discover process models from textual methodologies.
First, we wanted to validate the obtained logs -the list of activities (the partial output in Fig. 1) . We targeted the correctness [35] , completeness [36] and soundness [37] of the activities. The correctness allows us to know if all activities are well identified in the log. The completeness determines if the set of activities in the log capture all the activities from the report's methodology or from the real process. Finally, the soundness assesses the degree to which the log reflects the process activities described in the report.
Secondly, we wanted to validate the process instance models created from the log (the final output in Fig. 1) . We used the final output to draw a process model manually, using the BPMN formalism [38] . Since we evaluated the obtained process model and not a modeling formalism, we consider we did not introduce any bias in this step.
Then, we focused on the preliminary evaluation of the technique: the correctness, comprehensiveness and utility of the process instance model, from the point of view of the real authors of the texts. They are specialists in archaeology and potential users of the presented approach. The comprehensiveness allows us to know if these potential users are able to understand the activities presented in the process instance model and their relationships. We also wanted to evaluate the whole approach in terms of its utility: does it allow the specialists to share knowledge with colleagues and make decisions based on the created methodological model? Nielsen [39] considers that utility is "synonymous with relevance or efficacy". In this particular case, we wanted to evaluate if the model allows the specialists to achieve a better understanding of the followed archaeological methodology.
According to other works in textual and discourse analysis, a sound evaluation should involve the participation of the authors of the texts themselves in order to avoid erroneous interpretations or bias [40] . Thus, the subject of this evaluation was the author of the report, being also one of the archaeologists responsible for the excavation works.
We designed a protocol consisting of six steps:
• Fill in the first part of the first questionnaire with personal background information;
• Read the report in order to recapitulate the archaeological project and the specific text;
• Access the log generated from the report;
• Fill in the second part of the first questionnaire that contains the log's validation;
• Access the process instance model drawn according to the generated model and analyse it;
• Fill in the second questionnaire, validating and evaluating the process instance model.
The questionnaires were available online to provide easy access to the author of the Villa Magna report. The first part of the first questionnaire requires personal information about the participant: the name and current affiliation, his/her professional background and the number of years of archaeological experience. The second part of the first questionnaire comprises questions regarding the correctness, completeness and soundness of the activity log: the activities that are correctly/incorrectly identified or named (true/false positives), the activities that are missing from the log but were described in the report's methodology; the extent to which the log reflects the process described in the report. The second questionnaire contains questions concerning the correctness, comprehensiveness and utility of the process instance model, its strengths, weaknesses and possible improvements. All questions are single-answer accompanied by a textbox that enables the author to freely express his/her opinions, and, for us, to extract qualitative information.
B. Results
Using TextProcessMining on the methodology text of the archaeology case, we obtained 34 activities. A fragment of the log is presented in Fig. 2 . Out of these, the author reported in the first questionnaire:
• 4 false positives: "9.plan unit", "10.print transparent polyester sheet", "11.use millimetre grid" and "24.find deposit";
• 3 activities with wrong names: "11.model millimetre grid" instead of "model sheets", "13.allow recording of sequence" instead "allow recording of overlays" and "14.keep find" instead of "keep finds";
• 1 activity missing: "wet sieving". The achieved precision is very satisfactory for the validation case with 88% correctly discovered activities. Regarding the missing activity, though the statement of the author is totally valid, the methodology text does not contain any sentences regarding it. The author assumes previous archaeological knowledge to reason about t of choosing a wet or a dry sieving in func criteria. Consequently, we are able to e explicitly referred in the text, but we are not implicit activities.
Further, the naming of the activities cou first by improving the objects' identification not lemmatizing the objects. In conclusion, reflected by the precision of the log is very s completeness is also very good, just one reported as missing from the real proces solution, the user will be able to review the false positives or add missing activities. soundness, the author finds the real pr "adequately" reflected in the log.
Concerning the relationships between archaeologist agrees with the discovered p model (a fragment is presented in Fig. 3 ). H states: "what does not emerge is the conditionality". The mutual exclusion is multiple cases but not always (correctly) "25.draw section" happens only in some sit to execute the activity "26.show shape of cut" sequence" happens only under other s "25.draw section" is not required. An modelling could be summarised thus: if ce then "25.draw section" AE "26.show shap "27.record sequence". Similarly, in the pr below (Fig. 3) , the activity "28.reconstruct se happen all the times but only under certain Another error concerns the activity "33.us which should come after the activity "22.ex However, the archaeologist acknowledg consequence of the order the activities were r Regarding the overall comprehensivenes instance model, the archaeologist is pos strengths and states that it "flows like the arc investigation process". However, although th reports that the model reflects adequate methodology, she states she would not use knowledge sharing with other colleagues guidance. She would only use the model for disseminating knowledge to non-specialists about the utility of the process instance m grounded in the traditional way of working In addition to the later m other approaches to disco documents [13] , emails collaboration [15] and busin 17]. Compared to our techn and fully-supervised, relyin corpus. [14, 15] use a techni elements of an activity in th verbs. The authors use a tem does not appear to handle according to the exhibits in grained identification of the of templates that are used sentences; second, they ex details are given and no in process is found but rather solution proposed by [17, 18 The difference relies in the avoid false positives by en Model on is required from our side too. TED WORKS ext for discovering models has s. Extensive work done in this ents engineering where textual reated before the design and tion system. Years ago, Rolland of strategies to address the d conceptual modelling: support from text, support the model eral understanding of texts and ork is related to the first strategy process models from textual ork, Rolland [42] classifies the ort the discovery of conceptual ng the following model-related namic, rule-based or ontologyspects of the conceptual models, and generate object models or requirements specifications [43, he dynamic aspects, Rolland t use cases and scenarios from lly, regarding the rule-based or re are approaches looking for models from business rules [51, mentioned works, we have found over processes from: clinical [14] , stories extracted from ness process documentation [16, ique, [13] is domain dependent ng on prior annotation of the ique similar to ours but the key heir case are the actors and the mplate for activity extraction that e passive-voice sentences and n the articles there is no fineobjects. [16] first defines a list for identifying process-related xtract activities. No technical ndication of discovering a full process fragments. Finally, the ] is probably the closest to ours.
understanding of the verb we nforcing the discovery of only transitive verbs while the authors use a manually defined list of "weak verbs"; we can extract activities from treebanks directly while the authors rely on the grammatical relationships exposed as Stanford Dependencies [53] . Nonetheless, [17, 18] provide a mechanism for associating the pronouns to the corresponding concepts.
In other fields, complementary to Information Systems, there are works to identify statistical models from textual sources, with applications in biomedicine [54, 55] . The resulting models are essentially mathematical. Consequently, they lack the semantic richness achieved through conceptual models approaches, as previously explained.
We have identified also attempts to apply natural language processing techniques for text analysis in Humanities and Social Sciences disciplines, including archaeology [56] . However, these approaches mainly rely on previous annotation of the texts by experts or require the use of auxiliary domain-dependent ontologies.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an automatic technique to extract activity logs and mine process instance models from textual methodologies. We have used natural language processing techniques focusing on the verb semantics for activities mining and a rule-based system for activity relationships mining. The validation and preliminary evaluation in an Archaeology case show that:
• The majority of the discovered activities are correct;
• The mined process instance model is satisfactory in comparison to the real enacted process;
• The archaeologist is positive concerning the comprehensiveness of the mined model but she is reserved regarding its usability for knowledge sharing or process guidance.
Although the results are promising, the technique can be improved to overcome its limitations. We highlight the following improvement areas: the identification of the negations; the activity discovery with idiomatic verbs; the activity naming; the ordering of the sentences and independent clauses taking in consideration the time clues; the rule-based system especially the mutual exclusion; the performance and usability. Additionally, we want to enrich the model by discovering other relationships such as iterations or implicit mutual exclusion and other information regarding an activity such as the actor.
We might also generate a XES log [57] instead of a log text file in order to enable the workers to load the file in ProM [58] or Disco [59] . In this way, the workers would be provided with an interactive application, which could support the process review, by deleting or renaming activities, and its representation using different formalisms. However, the main issue regarding the generation of the XES logs is the conservation of the activity relations captured from text. A possible solution to this matter would be the artificial injections of events and traces in the log.
As we mentioned in the beginning, this paper presents only the first step of our research aiming at mining a process instance model. However, in the second step we want to be able to mine multiple process instances from the same or different text and to aggregate those in one process model. This requires: (1) a method to identify if two process instances refer to the same process (2) a method to identify if two activities are equivalent or related (3) a method to aggregate two or more process instances of the same process. Regarding phase (3) there are already mature approaches dealing with process variability management and process model similarity, matching and merging in process model repositories [59, 60] that might be reused and adapted.
Finally, an extensive validation and evaluation including other domains apart from Archaeology (Medicine, Business, Information Systems etc.) and other data sources (business reports, ISO standards, software documentation etc.) is necessary in order to establish the generalization and usefulness of the proposed technique. The challenge will be to handle the threats to validity considering the characteristics of various domains and the background of the various workers following processes.
